We believe every driver is empowered with untold possibilities. To excel. To go as far as their drive will take them. See this take shape on the INFINITI QX60, where innovative versatility and intuitive technologies are rewriting the rules. Begin by crafting your QX60 for your individual journey. Every selection is designed to move, inspire and empower the drive.

CREATE A BOLD PRESENCE
Refined to stand out, the QX60 makes a dramatic statement. Prominent front and rear fascias, LED taillights and signature design cues like the INFINITI crescent-cut D-pillar and double-arch grille push styling to new heights. Confidence is further elevated with available 20-inch alloy wheels that raise its athletic stance while improving handling.1

UNITE POWER WITH CONTROL
Experience performance that’s in tune with the road. An impressive 3.5-liter V6 engine with 295 hp and direct injection technology help increase power and torque while retaining smoothness. When road conditions change, Intelligent All-Wheel Drive responds by sending up to 50% of power to the rear wheels to enhance available traction.

EXTERIOR COLORS
INFINITI has taken care to ensure that the color swatches presented here are the closest possible representations of actual exterior colors. Guidelines may vary slightly due to the printing process and ambient viewing conditions. Please see the actual colors at your local INFINITI Retailer. *Additional cost applies for this option.

WHEEL CHOICES
18 x 7.5-inch triple 5-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels
20 x 7.5-inch 15-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels*

INFINITE POTENTIAL
How will your QX60 come to life? Crafted as a 7-passenger premium SUV, it elegantly accommodates all of today’s possibilities. Personalize an interior as forward-thinking as you. Tailor a space that adapts to everyone and everything. Command a suite of technologies that amplifies your abilities as a driver, enabling you and your passengers to move forward with a new level of ease.

ENTERTAIN ON THE GO You can anticipate the wants of those inside with the Theater Package1. Play everything from movies to games on dual 8-inch headrest monitors for your rear passengers, while you and your partner can enjoy the latest tunes. In the rear console, an HDMI port expands the fun even further.

RESHAPE VERSATILITY Three rows are impressive. But a second-row seat that lets you tilt and slide without removing a child’s seat1 is liberating — and exclusive to the QX60. If you’re inclined towards more room, the second row can easily move 5.5 inches back to welcome taller passengers. Opt for the Deluxe Technology Package1 and you’re a step closer to ultimate freedom and convenience. A Motion-Activated Liftgate automatically opens with a swing of your foot under the rear bumper for hands-free entry.

SEE EVERY SIDE Gain a new perspective on what’s around you with the Premium Plus Package1. A world’s first technology from INFINITI, the Around View® Monitor with Moving Object Detection1,2 and Front and Rear Sonar System1,4 helps you see and maneuver in even the tightest spaces. Four cameras and one virtual 360° view from above add ease while elevating your parking expertise.

BACKUP WITH CONFIDENCE Extend your awareness when you select the Driver Assistance Package1. Backup Collision Intervention1 another world’s first technology, alerts you to crossing traffic and large stationary objects detected when backing up. The system can even brake before you do to help avoid a collision. On the road, you have the ability to sense beyond what you can see with our world’s first Blind Spot Warning6 that uses radar sensors to help detect cars in your blind spot when changing lanes.

ADD DISTINCTION INFINITI has taken care to ensure that the color swatches presented here are the closest possible representations of actual colors viewed. Actual colors may vary slightly due to the printing process and whether viewed in daylight, fluorescent or incandescent light. Please see the actual colors on your new INFINITI for equality. Traditional mirror samples for this system.

INTERIOR COLORS

INTERIOR TRIM

ENHANCE YOUR CAPABILITIES
• Bose® 13-speaker Premium Audio system, including outside and navigation settings memory position, and last-used audio, climate control
• AM/FM/CD/DVD with MP3 playback capability, Radio Data System (RDS) and speed-sensitive volume control
• Bluetooth® Hands-free Phone System and outside mirrors
• Data System, plus 2 additional USB ports for charging
• Compatible devices, plus 2 additional USB ports for charging
• Voice Recognition
• INFINITI Controller
• INFINITI InTouch™ with 8-inch color display and INFINITI Voice Recognition

TRIM LEVELS & PACKAGES

1 Premium Package
Includes 13-speaker Premium Audio system, including AM/FM/CD/DVD with RDS playback capability, Radio Data System (RDS) and speed-sensitive volume control
• Dual occupant memory system for driver’s seat, steering wheel and outside mirrors
• Driver’s seat 2-way power lumbar support
• Entry/exit assist for driver’s seat and steering wheel
• Enhanced Intelligent Key key memory stores an occupant memory position and last-used audio, climate control and navigation settings
• Outside mirrors with reverse tilt-down feature
• Heated steering wheel
• Remote Engine Start
• Roof rails
• Rear bumper protector

2 Premium Plus Package
Includes Premium Package in addition to Lane Guidance and 3D building graphics
• Bose® Cabin Surround® 15-speaker sound system
• Rearview Camera
• Blind Spot Warning (BSW)
• Backup Collision Intervention (BCI)
• Distance Control Assist (DCA)
• Active Trace Control
• Driver Assistance Package
• Front and Rear Sonar Sensors (2 additional front and rear sensors)
• Auto-dimming outside mirrors with reverse tilt-down feature

3 Timeless Package
Requires Premium Plus Package
• Single In-Dash DVD/CD Player
• 370Z-type Heated Leather Steering Wheel
• Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) (Full-Speed Range)
REMOTE ENGINE START™ Integrating with the existing keyless entry system, Remote Engine Start is technology that caters to you. From a range of up to 200 ft., the engine will start and the Advanced Climate Control System will begin to heat or cool.

ALL-SEASON FLOOR MATS Custom-made of durable and long-wearing material — they are designed to protect the interior footwells and capture dirt, sand and other debris while staying securely in place.

INFINITI 4G Wi-Fi® Enables you to seamlessly and securely conduct internet activities in stationary or moving vehicle. Your vehicle becomes a roving Wi-Fi hotspot, connecting up to five devices to the internet in and around the car.

CARGO AREA PROTECTOR WITH CARGO NET® Constructed of a heavy and flexible material, the cargo area protector helps guard the cargo area from scratches and damage. In addition, the high-quality net keeps packages and items from moving around during driving (sold separately).

INFINITI RADIANT ILLUMINATED KICK PLATES The INFINITI logo glows softly along the bottom of the front door sills — a signature flourish you and your passenger will appreciate every time you get in.

WIRELESS SMARTPHONE CHARGER Perfect for busy families on the go, INFINITI introduces wireless phone charging. Simply place your compatible phone in the charging unit and let it charge. No power cables. No USB ports. No plugs. Just easy-to-use inductive charging.
Through advanced safety innovations, INFINITI elevates your awareness to a new level. With technological enhancements, you are able to respond — to what you see and to what you can’t see. On the road, Intelligent Cruise Control (Full-Speed Range)\(^1\) helps manage your speed and distance, automatically slowing and accelerating your vehicle based on traffic. Predictive Forward Collision Warning\(^{18}\) — a world’s first technology — uses two cars ahead and can help watch for vehicles or pedestrians in your path, while Lane Departure Prevention\(^{16}\) helps assist you back into your lane when unintentional drifting occurs. Be ready. Prepare for the unexpected with the Deluxe Technology Package.\(^9\)